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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

11 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

10 / 15

c) Target Market Size

4 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

5 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

5 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

35 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

3 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

8 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

5 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

8 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

2/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

0 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

26 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

15 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

10 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

3/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

10 / 10

Total Points - Team

38 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

13 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

12 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

3/5

d) Governance infrastructure

8 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

8 / 10

Total Points - Governance

44 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

14 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

10 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

24 / 25

Total

167 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer: Goldfinch is a decentralized credit protocol deployed on the Ethereum network which offers crypto loans to
real businesses without requiring crypto collateral. Instead, Borrowers propose a loan to take and ask Backers and
Auditors for approval. The Goldfinch protocol has four core participants: Borrowers, Backers, Liquidity Providers, and
Auditors. It operates by incorporating a trust through consensus process which enables borrowers to show
creditworthiness based on the collective assessment of other participants rather than based on their own crypto
assets. The protocol uses this assessment as a signal to allocate the loans automatically without personnel
functions. As the protocol relies on a trust consensus , it limits attacks by having confidence that each Borrower,
Backer, and Auditor is a unique entity; and this is enabled through their Unique Identity. It acts as a KYC (Know Your
Customer) and KYB (Know Your Business) which is a legal requirement that prevents cases of fraud and any
suspicious activities from occurring on the protocol. This also aims to solve the fears of traditional companies
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operating with Defi due to KYC concerns. Therefore, they must each be verified with a Unique Entity Check before they
can participate. Currently, the protocol uses Unique Identity (UID) as its Unique Entity Check provider.
It also has implemented a growth strategy of expanding into different markets in developing economies such as
Africa and Asia where lending is a crucial part of the financial ecosystem. The protocol has already deployed $1M in
capital to thousands of borrowers across Mexico, Nigeria, and Southeast Asia. This is enabled by the protocol
extending credit lines to lending businesses and the businesses use their credit lines to draw down stablecoins from
the pool (USDC), exchange it for fiat and deploy it on the ground in their local markets. This has immensely expanded
access of potential borrowers to crypto and potential capital providers to exposure as it has removed crypto collateral
and provided a means for passive yield. Below is the mechanism of the protocol.

Source: White paper
According to their whitepaper, The protocol operates around 3 players which are borrowers, liquidity providers and
backers. Borrowers are participants who seek financing by proposing borrower pools (with terms like the interest rate
and repayment schedule) for the backers to assess before coming to a decision of accepting or not. The amount
borrowers can borrow is based on how much backers supply, combined with the amount the Senior pool allocates
based on the leverage model. Liquidity providers supply capital to the senior pools to earn passive yield, the protocol
then automatically allocates the Senior Pool to the senior tranches of the borrower pools. Backers supply capital to
the junior tranches of Borrower pools. Below is an example of the pools offered and their returns.
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Source: Goldfinch app
In order to create a borrower pool, the Borrower must also stake an amount of GFI tokens equal to double the cost of
an auditor approval, where the fixed rate is set by the protocol. In reality, the loans are collateralized by real-world
assets rather than cryptocurrencies and this raises questions on the whole concept of loans without collateral as they
advertise.
The protocol has successfully penetrated into the new emerging markets by partnering with local lenders however in
terms of innovation, it appears not much has been introduced other than the ability to borrow without collateral as
mentioned; which is actually real collateral instead of cryptocurrencies. Also, despite one arguing KYCs procedures are
essential when operating in new international markets as well as privacy, this limits the whole essence of
decentralization.
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Score: 11

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: According to their website, the protocol currently has more than 200k borrowers and is serving thousands of
borrowers across India, Mexico, Nigeria, Southeast Asia, and more. Their Dune dashboard shows they currently have
over $102.2M active loans. The benchmark represents a 100X increase in active loans from just a year prior for the
16-month-old protocol. The protocol's revenue is currently at $116,592.93. Real world assets are steadily evolving
providing a cheaper alternative solution in comparison to the traditional borrowing machines such as centralized
finance and banks. The total TVL for Real World Assets (RWA) is $215.68M. Goldfinch currently has a TVL of $2.05M,
occupying just under 1% of the current market share. This is relatively extremely low compared to the likes of other
RWA protocols such as Maple at $150.26M and $2.5M for Centrifuge.

Source: DefiLlama
The protocol also appears to be targeting developing nations as well, such as in Asia and Africa where loans are a
crucial part of the financial ecosystem. In terms of timing, this could not have been better with total transaction value
in the African Alternative Lending segment projected to reach US$563.80m in 2022. Digital lending has also been a
booming concept in developing economies with solutions being introduced to solve the lending nightmare in Africa
because of the cost and associated risks; issues that Goldfinch is looking to solve. Below is a graph illustrating top
active loans by country.
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Source: Goldfinch medium
This has proven fairly successful and impactful so far for the protocol with capital being used for a wide range of
productive use cases in the developing economies from motorcycle taxis in Kenya, to small businesses in Brazil,
to low cost and convenient eco-friendly cookstoves for low-income households in India.
However, looking into their Dune dashboard, it can be seen that the protocol's users have fallen from the high of 517
users in January 2022 to 2 new users per day.

Source: Dune Analytics
The drop in users could be explained by contributors withdrawing from the project before December 14, which also led
to $GFI price dropping. This is a cause for concern despite the current bear markets and this illustrates Goldfinch
struggles to attract and retain users on their platform despite showing promising signs.
Overall, the Real World Assets market is still young and growing. The protocol has the potential to tap into bigger
markets and expand their market share even further. Also, the protocol is also currently only deployed on Ethereum, it
can serve more users once it expands to other chains this also makes it limited and for these reasons the score
receives a -5.
Score: 10

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
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Answer: According to Defi Llama, the Defi lending market size currently stands at $15.62B.
The TVL for Real World Assets (RWA) currently stands at $215.68M with Goldfinch occupying just under 1% of the
current market share. Loans are rapidly developing and can be seen as the future of the lending industry. They have
the potential to disrupt the traditional credit system, as well as making it possible to transfer ownership of any asset
from one person to another without the involvement of a central authority. It has also mavde financing more
accessible to developing economies.
The Total Addressable Market (TAM) for Goldfinch is the overall market for RWA across all chains which currently
stands at $215.68M and this would be something unreachable for any protocol unless in an extreme monopoly
situation.
In the medium term should be expected more integrations, including the possibility that Goldfinch may expand TAM
with new products and partnerships.
The Service Addressable Market (SAM) for the target market available for Goldfinch that can be served at this moment
in this case would be Ethereum RWA market (~$109.25M in TVL) as per Defi Llama. However this can be reduced
because of various factors such as competitors like Maple Finance and Centrifuge as well as different user
preferences.
The Service Obtainable Market (SOM) would be the unique feature they provide and that would be users looking to
obtain crypto loans without collateral.
The current bear markets have also influenced the market situation in terms of fear and uncertainty over the Defi
space overall. However, with more time and adoption the RWA market should substantially grow as it is still young and
has room for growth. For this reason this section scores a score of 4.
Score: 4

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer:
The protocol operates in a growing and competitive Real World Assets market. Defi Llama categorizes it in the RWA
sector and competition for Goldfinch in this sector includes Truefi, Centrifuge and Maple which is considered a
benchmark in the Defi RWA industry. Below is a table showing Goldfinch's performance in comparison to their
competitors Centrifuge and Maple:

Protocol

TVL ($)

Borrowing
Volume ($)

Cummulated
Revenue 30
days ($)

ROI %

Capital
Efficiency %

Goldfinch

2.05M

102.2M

745.9k

36.3%

28.4%

Centrifuge

3.5M

82.8M

542.6k

16.6%

840%

Maple

150.4M

643.8M

6.4M

4.25%

43.6%

Source: Token terminal
As at June 20, 2022
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It can be seen that despite Goldfinch's low TVL compared to its competitors in the Real World Assets segment, the
protocol appears to be performing better with a ROI of over 36.3% compared to Centrifuge 16.6% and Maple 4.25%,
which is considered to be a benchmark. Their borrowing volume is looking promising so far at $102.2M, better
compared to Centrifuge's $82.8M but still far from Maple's $643.8M. However, their capital efficiency is relatively lower
at 28.4% compared to that of Centrifuge 840% and Maple 43%. This illustrates the protocol's struggles to capture
value with their TVL considering it being lower compared to competitors. Their TVL can also be improved on however
once it expands further and attracts more users. The implementation of the Unique Identity is still relatively new in the
industry and is yet to see whether it will successfully differentiate it from its competitors. For these reasons the score
receives a -5.
Score: 5

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer: As Goldfinch is primarily a lender protocol, it appears to push partnerships beyond borders looking to target
markets strategically located in different areas such as Africa and South America. The protocol has strategic
partnerships with the following lending businesses posted on the website:
● Payjoy
● Quckcheck
● Aspire
● ALMA
Goldfinch protocol has also partnered with Nexus Mutual to offer smart contract insurance to Senior Pool LPs and
Backers. This offers an additional layer of security for liquidity providers and backers in the protocol.
However, integrations are limited and there are no other protocols being built on top of it. This could be a factor for the
protocol to consider for growth. For this reason the protocol receives a score of 5.
Score: 5

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
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Answer: Currently, the GFI token is used for community governance and staking. Members can influence governance
decisions such as upgrading contracts, setting rewards distribution and changing protocol parameters. GFI holders
can also stake into the FIDU-USDC Curve LP for rewards. At the moment, staking is not enough for capabilities. The
protocol has plans to introduce future use cases for the token such as decisions on backer incentives, backer staking,
auditing votes, auditor staking as well as community grants. However, these future plans are not implemented yet and
the protocol is limited in that sense. For this reason the protocol receives a score of 3.
Score: 3

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: The initial token supply is capped at 114,285,714 GFI tokens. The initial allocation according to the
documentation was as follows:

Source: Goldfinch
The distribution was further broken down into:

●

Liquidity providers
4.2% — Early Liquidity Provider program
4.0% — Retroactive Liquidity Provider
8.0% — Senior Pool liquidity mining

●

Backers
3.0% — Flight Academy
2.0% — Backer Pool Liquidity Mining
3.0% — Backer Staking
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The protocol has incentives for all members including backers, participants, auditors as well as participant incentives
such as liquidity providers who supply to the Senior Pool, Backers who both supply to Borrower Pools and stake on
other Backers, Auditors who stake to participate in votes, and Borrowers who successfully repay their pools. There
have been some incentives such as proposals on rewarding token holders who vote on governance as well as
reallocating some rewards to GFI holders however the allocation for vesting appears to be missing and this raises
questions over the long term commitment of the project. For this reason the protocol receives a score of 8.
Score: 8

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer: Below is the aggregate liquid supply of the GFI tokens over the initial 3 years.

Source: Goldfinch medium
A proposal was passed in May, 2022 to remove the 12-month GFI unlock schedule for Senior Pool Liquidity Mining to
incentivize more capital invested into the senior pool. An estimated 500K GFI, 6.5% of circulating supply is expected to
re-enter the market due to the unlock. The passed proposal meant a fair way to treat existing Fidu stakers while
rate-limiting the total amount of GFI that unlocks at once.
As per Messari, the inflation rate is set at 69.3% with a y+10 projected supply of 110,857,144 tokens.
Borrowers further receive retroactive airdrop reward of 0.857% to the early Borrowers who participated in the protocol
prior to the token launch.
Overall the The issuance model is reasonable, and appears to benefit the protocol and stakeholder coordination
however, it is noted that there are ongoing discussions for further incentives for backers and auditors however these
have not been implemented as of yet and for this reason the score receives a -5.
Score: 5
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d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer:
The protocol accrues revenue through the following streams;
●

●

Withdrawal fee. Liquidity Providers who supply to the Senior Pool receive an equivalent amount of FIDU, an
ERC20 token which Liquidity Providers can withdraw at any time. The FIDU tokens can be redeemed for USDC
at an exchange rate based on the net asset value of the Senior Pool minus a 0.5% withdrawal fee. This
exchange rate for FIDU also increases over time as interest payments are made back to the Senior Pool.
Origination fee compensated to pool originators for borrower pools where fee is defined as a percentage of
the interest.

Goldfinch also provides incentives to liquidity providers to supply to the Senior Pool in order to earn passive yield.
Backers get compensated with 20% of the Senior Pool’s nominal interest for both evaluating Borrowers pools as well
as providing first-loss capital. Auditors are also incentivized to participate and vote correctly in order to earn GFI
rewards
Diving into their Dune dashboard, it can be observed that their 30day revenue is still significantly on the rise at the
moment at 111.4K despite dropping from a peak of 236K on 31st May, 2022. This illustrates the protocol's promising
signs of performance despite the current bear markets.

Source: Dune Analytics
Overall, the protocol is showing signs of stability despite the bearish markets and operating in a relatively small RWA
market. Goldfinch promises to provide incentives for borrowers and backers as well as auditors who can be
incentivized to receive rewards for their participation, however these are not implemented yet. For this reason the
protocol scores a score of -2.
Score: 8

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
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Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer: The token is only available through centralized exchanges. It can be found on MEXC Global, Gate.io,
Coinbase, Hoo.com, AEX, CoinEx and XT.com. The highest liquidity appears to be found on Gate.io at $158,560 as at
June 21, 2022. The token is not available on Decentralized exchanges.

Source: Coingecko
The token is limited to centralized exchanges and the liquidity in some exchanges might not be enough to handle
protocol operations with the lowest at $3,023 on CoinEx. The lack of availability on DEXs limits users' accessibility to
the token. Also, the quality of exchanges could also be put into question as many more users can be attracted on
other exchanges as well. For these reasons, the protocol receives a -3.

Score: 2

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer: The GFI token has no external use cases outside the protocol. All use cases are currently limited to within the
protocol.
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Score: 0

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account

a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The protocol's team is transparent with their profiles both on their website as well as Linkedin. The linkedin
consists of the following members:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Mike Sall - Co - founder Goldfinch
Blake west - Co - founder and Chief Technology Officer
Andrew Huelsenbeck - Chief of Operations
Jake Huston - Head of Product
Samuel Eyob - Chief Innovation Officer
Taylor Dustan - Business Operations
Obinna Okwudu - Credit at Goldfinch
Melissa Nelson - Head of Content

As for the protocol's github, it consists of the following developers:
●
●
●

Unordered set
Wighawag
Mono

Overall the team is public and quite credible having members with prior experience at major companies such as
Coinbase, Goldman Sachs, Microsoft and more. The developers are also available on githubs with their repositories
also available to be seen. In terms of transparency the protocol has tried to make the members and advisors public to
emphasize their trust and openness.
Score: 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: For a protocol to be successful, it is crucial for them to have a solid background in finance as well as
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development to ensure they have the right product as well as smoothness of operations and transactions. As the
protocol expands globally, it is also important to have the right communications and business development skills.
The co-founder Mike Sall is former head of product analytics at Coinbase as well as having worked as head of data
science at Medium for over 4 years. He is also co-founder of Unbox research, providing data research and machine
learning consulting. Here it is seen they have the necessary experience to ensure they develop a solid product through
data driven decisions.
Andrew Huelsenbeck, the Head Of Operations, has prior experience as director of global operations at Branch finance.
He has also worked at Samasource, an AI development company. It appears he is incharge of finance and global
operations as well as expansions having a background in finance and worked in global operations.
Blake West, the Chief Technology Officer, oversees the technological side. He has more than 10 years experience in
development having worked as a senior engineer at Coinbase, Hint health and Hacker residence prior to Goldfinch.
Jack Huston, the Head of Product, has previously worked at Meta, Instagram, Buffy as project manager for the first
two and head of product respectively. It appears he is incharge of product development.
Obinna Okwudu in charge of credit is previously Cofounder & CEO at Fibre as well as having worked investment
Banking at Morgan Stanley.
Their github contributors appear quite capable as well with an astonishing 3458 commits.
Score: 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer: The team is not as active on their discord in terms of engaging with community members. Their twitter
however, is active with twitter spaces with other protocols involving the co-founder Mike Sall. It appears the protocol is
most active on twitter. They do not have regular AMAs on their discord for engagements with. The protocol also has a
Youtube channel, however it is not as active. They do have a few talks with other major protocols such as discussing
undercollateralized lending with Bankless, a talk with Celo on the future of decentralized credit, and a founder
interview featuring Mike Sall on Goldfinch and its core competencies. However, in terms of public conversations the
protocol's team is not as active and does not necessarily help raise the industry's overall collective intelligence. Also,
the protocols youtube channel could also do with more engaging content; considering the fact that their partners in
developing countries use it as a major media channel. For this reason the protocol receives a -2.
Score: 3

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
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How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer:
Goldfinch has attracted several major investors such as Andressen Horowitz, Coinbase ventures, Kindred ventures and
more. It also has several big name advisors with financial expertise such as Alex Pack, co-founder Dragonfly, Eric
Weingarten, former Head of Product legal at Coinbase, Robert Leshner, co-founder Compound and many more. They
have recently had the last round of seeding in January 2022 where they managed to raise over $25M from notable
investors such as hedge fund manager Bill Ackman, crypto investment firm BlockTower and investment management
firm Kingsway Capital as well as A16z.
The Goldfinch team has also managed to secure a Frax community approval of $100M to provide liquidity to the
Goldfinch Senior Pool. The move will help Frax weather the bear market by earning the protocol yields uncorrelated to
cryptocurrencies, able to weather the bear market via Goldfinch’s real-world yields.
In terms of human resources, Goldfinch has a dedicated jobs section on their website advertising a variety of different
roles such as credit manager, business development lead, head of marketing, software engineers and more.
The protocol also has an immunefi bug bounty worth upto 500,000$ is focused on their smart contracts and app and
is focused on preventing impacts such as loss of governance funds, loss of user funds, inability to call smart
contracts and incorrect behavior related to money transfers.
Score: 10

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer: The Goldfinch Protocol has a capable DAO managing the admin keys however it does not use timelocks
inside its smart contracts. In practice, the minimum 6 out of 10 signatures required by the Governance multi-sig wallet.
This takes into consideration the time factor that would be required to react. Each contract that is either upgradeable
or fixed is well explained for users to identify. The set of contracts in the Protocol that are upgradeable can be
identified as those contracts that inherit from
the BaseUpgradeablePausable, ERC721PresetMinterPauserAutoIdUpgradeSafe,
or ERC1155PresetPauserUpgradeable contract. The Protocol's upgradeable contracts use OpenZeppelin's proxy
upgrade pattern and are upgradeable only by governance.
All of the Core and Periphery contracts in the Goldfinch Protocol are also pausable in the event of an emergency.
However, the fact that the protocol does not use time lock makes the protocol score a -7.
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Score: 13

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: As per the documentation, Governance is mainly managed by the protocol's DAO and has the ability to
perform maintenance functions as well as adjust parameters via decentralized governance votes, such as upgrading
contracts, pausing protocol activity incase of an emergency and changing protocol configurations.
Goldfinch encourages any member of the community to take part in governance through putting in proposals and
voting on snapshot where users can use their GFI to vote. Members have the ability to put in proposals and get
accepted, such as when some members mistakenly sent token rewards back to the Goldfinch address and got
compensated.
The protocol has also set up a council to execute limited types of on-chain transactions based on the community
Snapshot votes. It comprises 6-of-10 multisig with 10 members who represent all stakeholders of the protocol. It
appears that governance influences multiple operations of the protocol directly however the score is lower by -3
because multi-sig wallet is controlled by the members.
Score: 12

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: As per their Snapshot page, the protocol's governance page has 15 proposals and is pretty active with the last
proposal having been put up 2 days ago from the moment of writing this. The voters take part in governance matters
such as setting rewards and incentives for GFI and this can be seen through their proposals. The proposal highest
votes is with 78 votes however most proposals appear to generally have between 25-35 votes per proposal. This
makes it questionable whether the group of voters is actually as diverse as claimed.
Goldfinch Council has also been set up to execute limited types of on-chain transactions based on the community
Snapshot votes. The Goldfinch Council is a 6-of-10 multisig with 10 members who represent all stakeholders of the
protocol and can be found on the protocol's documentation.
Participants of the protocol's governance will however need a Unique Identity NFT (UID) in order to vote and this might
be a reason for barriers for some members as well as the group of voters. For this reason the protocol receives a -2.
Score: 3

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
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Answer: The protocol uses Snapshot where the community can make proposals and use their GFI to participate in
Snapshot votes. The protocol has also set up a governance portal for community discussions and proposals however
it appears relatively active with the last post coming 22 days prior to writing this report. However, from their first post
in December 2021, the portal has a total of 32 proposals with the most proposal having 54 replies and 1.6k views. As
mentioned, Goldfinch also utilizes Unique Identity NFT (UID) in order to vote on proposals. This is done to ensure sybil
resistance with quadratic voting; however, the adaptability of this feature is still questionable.
The protocol also has a Discord channel dedicated to governance posts and notifies the community when the
proposals are up.

Source: Discord
The protocol also has a #proposalsideas channel on their discord where members discuss proposals before they are
created and put up for vote on Snapshot. However, the engagement of the people voting on Snapshot is relatively the
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same. This could be due to the UID introduction or a way of the protocol trying to maintain core decisions. For this
reason the protocol receives a -2.
Score: 8

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer: The governance process is formal and clearly documented on the protocol's documentation and any GFI
holder is allowed to take part in governance decisions. They have also outlined the full process on their forum as well
where the proposals are first discussed on the #proposalsideas channel on Discord, whereafter the proposal is then
drafted and posted on the governance portal. The proposal is then voted for on snapshot and governance conducts a
soft vote. Once the vote is conducted, code is created, audited and reviewed and finally governance council votes to
enable the new code. However, as mentioned the Unique Identity feature could be a case for a barrier for some
members who prefer to be anonymous. This makes the process not as robust for some of the users and this makes
the protocol score a -2.
Score: 8

5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: The protocol's legal name according to their Crunchbase profile is Goldfinch Technology Co. Goldfinch
Foundation has also been established to help steward the protocol. The foundation is an independent organizational
structure that serves as a legal entity on behalf of the Goldfinch community. The entity is connected to the protocol
however it is not publicly visible on their official website and this is a subject that can be improved on. For this reason,
the protocol scores a -1.
Score: 14

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)

PrimeRating
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: According to their Crunchbase, The protocol headquarters are in Regions Greater Los Angeles Area, West
Coast, Western US. It operates in a top-tier jurisdiction with applicable laws.
Score: 10
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